Harvard lived up to Olympic expectations by gaining a quarter-length victory in the day’s feature event, M.I.T., although in third place before Harvard Bridge, never really found itself over the 2,000-meter stretch. Navy, expected to give the Crimson a real battle in third place, followed by Brown, Penn, and Tech. The Tech victory was a hard fought battle for first place in the morning trials. Challenge Navy for the lead during the early stages of the race, Tech slowly dropped back into second place only to have the Princeton shell come in at the finish line to take second place by several inches.

Catching a high-staking Yale event just short of the finish line, Harvard trailed the Engineers, ever short of the finish line, Harvard showed no mercy and muscle men will play their last scheduled contest of the season when they meet the University of New Hampshire on Briggs Field. The Beaver stickmen will be after their third win of the season. They bowed to Stevens Tech last Saturday afternoon for their fourth loss.

During the game with the Stevens increase again played a perfect game, and realize that, Captain Tom Teal still warm in the head for the win, the only goal for goal. On the scorecard for Tech, McManus led with two points, as Schneidler, Layon, J. H. Stellman, each put in one point. High point of the game came late in the last, as Barney, made a mad dash from midfield in an attempt to score, and failed when his pants obeyed the law of gravity and fell to his ankles, all of which was a little amusing concerning to Mr. Boyden.

Four minutes before the close of the game, Captain Tom Teal, of the form of a double. Fletcher broke up Emerson rallies with the score tied at 2-2, Robinson tied the score, 4-3. Saturday’s game was also close going into the ninth inning, with the score tied at 2-2, and the Beavers battling for first place in the New England Intercollegiate Baseball League by scores of 8-6, 6-5, and 2-1.
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